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comment period. The Coast Guard has
consolidated its vessel documentation
function to the NVDC in Martinsburg,
WV. In order to better serve its vessel
documentation customers, the Coast
Guard decided that it would be in the
public interest to make facsimile
submission of instruments for filing
available at the earliest feasible date.
Therefore, the comment period was not
extended.

Three comments questioned the legal
authority of the Coast Guard to accept
instruments submitted by facsimile for
filing. The Coast Guard anticipated this
comment in the early stages of this
rulemaking and conducted research into
this matter. At issue is language in 46
U.S.C. 31321(b) that to be filed an
instrument must ‘‘be signed and
acknowledged.’’ The comments opined
that this language means that only the
original of an instrument may be
accepted for filing. One of the comments
stated that acceptance of a reproduced
instrument, whether reproduced by
photocopy or facsimile, would
constitute an impermissible attempt to
amend the statute.

The filing and recording system
administered by the Coast Guard is an
informational system intended to
provide to interested parties public
notice regarding the existence of
security interests or maritime liens on a
vessel. In this regard, it is similar to the
notice filing system employed by Article
9 of the Uniform Commercial Code
(UCC). Under both Article 9 of the UCC
and 46 U.S.C. 31321, the critical
element in determining whether the
filing will be effective against third
parties is the adequacy of the
information contained in the instrument
filed to alert potential searchers of the
records to preexisting security interests.
Another purpose of the filing and
recording system of 46 U.S.C. 31321 is
to establish the priority of a preferred
ship mortgage over various other
maritime liens enforceable in Federal
courts under admiralty jurisdiction. For
this purpose, it is important that the
instrument filed not only contain
adequate information for a notice filing
system, but that the instrument also be
a valid document.

The requirements of 46 U.S.C. 31321
that to be filed the instrument must
contain all of the informational
elements necessary for notice and that it
be ‘‘signed and acknowledged’’, are
designed to meet both purposes. The
purpose of the signature and
acknowledgment on the instrument is to
demonstrate that the instrument is
genuine, that it is what it purports to be,
and that it is a validly executed and
completed instrument. Further, the

statute requires that the parties ‘‘shall
use diligence to ensure that the parts of
the instrument * * * for which they are
responsible are in substantial
compliance with the filing and
documentation requirements.’’ This
placement of the burden of accuracy
and completeness on the parties to the
instrument was designed to remove the
burden from the Coast Guard to
carefully check each element of an
instrument presented for filing to ensure
that it was authentic. Therefore, the
scope of the Coast Guard’s
responsibility regarding the acceptance
of an instrument for filing is more of a
ministerial function than a quality
assurance function.

The primary premise to acceptance of
an instrument submitted by facsimile
for filing is that it is a completed and
executed instrument that has been
signed and properly acknowledged, and
that has been submitted for filing by use
of a reliable medium that accurately
reproduces the original instrument. The
safeguard to the system is that the filing
accomplished by initial facsimile
submission is temporary; unless the
original is received by the Coast Guard
within 10 days of submission by
facsimile, the filing is terminated. In
addition, a comparison between the
original instrument and the duplicate
received by facsimile will be made to
ensure that the instrument submitted by
facsimile was an accurate reproduction
of the original. If the original instrument
bears any alteration from the duplicate
received by facsimile, the filing
accomplished by facsimile submission
will be terminated. Therefore, the Coast
Guard’s position is that acceptance of an
instrument submitted by facsimile for
filing fosters the purposes of the filing
and recording system of 46 U.S.C.
31321, and that such acceptance
complies with the requirements of the
statute.

The comments further noted that
language proposed for inclusion in the
1995 Coast Guard Authorization Act
(H.R. 1361) renders the rulemaking
moot. The Coast Guard disagrees. The
proposed language, if enacted, is not
self-effecting; implementing regulations
would be required. In addition, the
proposed language would authorize
filing instruments ‘‘electronically.’’
Electronic filing is far broader in scope
than the submission of instruments by
facsimile. The Coast Guard’s view of the
proposed language is that it would
authorize a paperless filing system. This
rule permitting the submission of
instruments by facsimile for filing
purposes does not authorize electronic
filing.

Two of the comments requested that
the time period for receipt of the
original and duplicate of the instrument
submitted by facsimile for filing be
increased from 10 days to 15 days. The
Coast Guard intends the primary use of
facsimile submission of instruments for
filing to be for those situations where
time is of the essence. In such cases, the
original and duplicate of the instrument
should be mailed in such a manner that
prompt receipt by the Coast Guard is
ensured. Extending the receipt period
could encourage batch processing of
routine matters for facsimile
submission. The Coast Guard does not
want to encourage such use of the
facsimile submission option. After the
Coast Guard and the public have gained
some experience with the facsimile
submission option, the Coast Guard will
examine whether expansion is
warranted. Further, it is noted that the
proposed language in the 1995 Coast
Guard Authorization Act also requires
receipt of the original within 10 days of
facsimile submission. Therefore, the
period within which the original and
duplicate of any instrument submitted
by facsimile for filing and the original
of any accompanying forms must be
received by the NVDC will remain 10
calendar days.

One comment suggested that the
original and duplicate of the instrument
submitted by facsimile for filing should
be received by the NVDC within the 10-
day period rather than merely be
submitted to the NVDC within the time
period. The Coast Guard agrees with the
comment and the language in paragraph
(b) of § 67.219 has been changed
accordingly.

Three comments objected to the paper
size limitation of 81⁄2 by 11 inches for
the original instrument which may be
submitted by facsimile. Over the years,
the standard paper size for pleadings
and other documents in the Federal
Courts has become 81⁄2 by 11 inches.
The Coast Guard has followed the lead
of the Federal Courts in the vessel
documentation program and has
reformatted all of its forms, certificates,
and other documents to 81⁄2 by 11
inches. This effort has been well
received by the courts and attorneys
who often submit vessel documentation
related documents as exhibits to
pleadings. The NVDC has acquired
plain paper sheet-by-sheet type
facsimile machines. The Coast Guard’s
experience is that this type of facsimile
machine produces a high quality
reproduction that is durable and easy to
maintain. Although the machines have
the capability to receive instruments
larger than 81⁄2 by 11 inches the Coast
Guard has decided to maintain the 81⁄2


